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The Jacobson radical of an associative algebra coincides with the inter- 
section of all maximal modular one-sided ideals. In this note we show that 
the Jacobson radical of a unital Jordan algebra is the intersection of all 
maximal inner ideals, settling an old problem of D. Topping. By judicious 
de~nition of m~ularity we can also show that the Jacobson radical of an 
arbitrary Jordan algebra is the intersection of all maximal-modular inner 
ideals. 
Throughout the paper we will consider (quadratic) Jordan algebras J over 
an arbitrary ring of scalars @, with products U, y and x2 quadratic in x and 
linear in y (see [ 1,2] for basic facts about quadratic Jordan algebras). If we 
denote the polarizations of U,y and x2 by UX3, y = {xyz) = V,,,r and 
x o y = V, y, we have the identities 
V&Y ux = ux VY,X = UrJWY,X~ (0.1) 
u Ll(X)Y = ux u.v ux 3 (0.2) 
U T(X..V)Z = T&Y uz TY,X v&y = 1 - vx,, f ux Uy), (0.3) 
{xyy ] = x o Y2, (XYZ} + {xzy) =x 0 (y 0 z), 2u, = v; - V,l, (O-4) 
V&Y V&L = vLwy,r + ux uy,z* (0.5) 
U x,xcJy = vy ux + ux vy . (0.6) 
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For example, an associative algebra A gives rise to a Jordan algebra .Z = A9 
by taking U, y = xyx and x2 = xx. 
A Jordan algebra is unitaf if there is an element 1 with U,x = x and 
U, 1 =x2 for all x. Any Jordan algebra can be imbedded in a unital Jordan 
algebra, its unital hull J’ = Qi 1 + J. An element u of a unital Jordan algebra 
is invertible if U,, is an invertible operator, which is equivalent o 1 E U,J. 
An element x of J is quasi-invertible if 1 -x is invertible in J’, i.e., if 
U ,--+ = Z - V, + U, is invertible, equivalently if U,-,J= J. An element is 
properly quasi-invertible if it remains quasi-invertible in all homotopes JCy’ of 
J, where the operations in the homotope are given by 
x is quasi-invertible in Jfy’ iff U&, = 1 - VX*y + U, U,, = TX,y is invertible 
(on J or J’), equivalently iff T,,,(J) = J. 
The Jacobson radical of a Jordan algebra is the maximal ideal of quasi- 
invertible elements, and consists precisely of all properly quasi-invertible 
elements [3]. We wish to relate this to inner ideals. We define a weak inner 
ideal to be a subspace I,, c J invariant under inner multiplication by J, 
Ur,J c I,, while a (strict) inner ideal Z is a weak inner ideal which remains 
such in J’, UtJ’ c I. Thus an inner ideal satisfies the additional condition 
that U, 1 = Z2 c I. (In a unital algebra all weak inner ideals are inner). 
Formula (0.2) shows U,J is an inner ideal in J for any y E .Z’, and (0.3) 
shows T,,,J is an inner ideal in J for any x, y E J’. If J = A9 for an 
associative algebra A, then any right or left ideal B in A is an inner ideal in 
J. 
1. THE MAIN THEOREM (UNITAL CASE) 
The case of a unital Jordan algebra runs smoothly. As soon as an inner 
ideal contains 1 (or any invertible element) it must be all of J, so an inner 
ideal is proper iff it excludes 1. This guarantees that every proper inner ideal 
is contained in a maximal (proper) inner ideal. 
1.1. THEOREM. The Jacobson radical of a unital Jordan algebra 
coincides with the intersection of all maximal inner ideals. 
Proof: To see Rad J c nM, i.e., Rad J c M for every maximal inner 
ideal M, we show that if x @ M for some maximal M then x & Rad J. Indeed, 
if K denotes the ideal generated by x in J, then K + M is easily seen to be 
again an inner ideal bigger than M (since it contains x), therefore by 
maximality of M among proper inner ideals we must have K + M= J. In 
particular, y + m = 1 for some y E K, m E M. But then U, -yJ = U,,,J c M 
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shows 1 - y is not invertible and y is not quasi-invertible, in particular 
y & RadJ, and therefore the generator x of K cannot fall in the radical 
either, x 6Z Rad J. 
To see the inclusion in the other direction, Rad J 3 n M, we show that if 
x & Rad J then x G M for some maximal M. The crucial step is to 
distinguish between the cases x2 E Rad J and x2 65 Rad J. 
If x2 B: Rad J then x2 is not quasi-invertible in some homotope f(y); but 
x2 = U, 1 isn’t quasi-invertible in J’y’o 1 isn’t quasi-inveritble in 
J’“xy’ o U, y isn’t quasi-invertible in J(l) = J (by the Shifting and Symmetry 
Principles for quasi-inverses, see [2, 3.5 p. 24 and 3.3 p. 231) o 1 - U, y . . . Isn’t mverttble o U1--u(XjY J < J. By our remarks the proper inner ideal 
u, - ufx)y J imbeds in a maximal inner ideal M < J. Then x f$ M, since 
otherwise x E M would force U, y E M, (U, y)’ E M, and 1 - 2U, y + 
wx Y>” = u, -t’(x)y 1 f M, therefore 1 E M, too, contradicting the properness 
of M. 
If x2 E Rad J but x 6$ Rad J then x is not quasi-invertible in some Zy), so 
Txs,J < J is a proper inner ideal and can be enlarged to a maximal inner 
ideal M < J. We must again have x c?G M, since otherwise x E M would force 
U,JcM and hence T”,Y = Tx,Y - U,U, = 1 - Vx,Y maps J into M; but 
then 1=(1-x~y)+xo(y-x~y2)+(V~-Vx2)y2+x2~y2=T~,y(l)t 
xo?I,,,(y)+2U,y2+x2oyZ(by(0.4))EM+MoMtM+RadJ(byour 
hypothesis that x2 E Rad J) c N (by the previous inclusion Rad Jc M), 
which again contradicts properness of M. 4 
2. MODULARITY 
To extend the characterization of the radical to the non-unital case, we 
must find a suitable notion of modularity for Jordan algebras. A right ideal 
B in an associative algebra A is modular if there exists an element x E A 
which is a “left unit for A modulo B,” (1 -x),4 t B. This immediately 
suggests that we call an inner ideal I in a Jordan algebra J modular if there 
is an element x E J which is an “outer unit for J modulo I,” U, -%J c I. 
unfortunately, this condition is not strong enough-there are too many such 
inner ideals. 
2.1 EXAMPLE. Let J= A’, where A c M,(F) is the algebra of 3 x 3 
matrices over the field F spanned by the matrix units e,, , e,, , e31, ej2. Then 
A = Fe,, t Fe,* + Fe,, + Fe,, 3 H = Fe,, t Fe,, f Fejz I> I 
= Fe,, t Fe,, 
where H, I are inner ideals with U, -el, J = Fe,, c It H (indeed, H and I are 
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actually left ideals in A which are right-modular, (1 - e, JA = I c H). Thus 
H is a maximal proper inner ideal with “modulus” e, i, yet does not contain 
the radical Rad J = Fe,, + Fe, 1 + Fe,, , so we cannot include it in any inter- 
section equalling the radical. # 
Thus we must make modularity a more restrictive condition. We say an 
inner ideal I in J is x-modular for some x E J if 
U, -,Jc I (2.2) 
((1 -XVI} cl (2.3) 
x-x2EI. (2.4) 
In this case we say I is modular with modulus x. Note from (2.3) 
that (l-x)oI={(l-x)lZ}cI, so xo1cZ, and also U,I= 
{U,-, + V, - l}Z c1 from (2.2), and since V,, U, generate all 
multiplications by x and its powers we have 
M(@[x])l= @[VI, U*]ZcZ. (2.5) 
In the above Example 2.1 Z is e, ,-modular, but H is not x-modular for any 
x since {(I - x)eizeii} = elz & H. Consequently just because an inner ideal 
H contains an x-modular inner ideal Z does not imply H itself is x-modular: 
(2.2) and (2.4) remain valid for H, but not (2.3) since { (1 - x)JIZ} c I 
needn’t imply { (1 - x)J’H} c 2% We remark that if H is any inner ideal 
containing U, -,J, then the largest x-modular inner ideal contained in H is 
H,={zEHI{(l-xx)J’z}cH}, which contains {(l-x)J’H}nH. For the 
above H we have H, = I. 
The natural candidates for modular inner ideals all satisfy conditions 
(2.2t(2.4). 
2.6 EXAMPLE. If J = A4 for an associative algebra A, then any modular 
right ideal B in A is a modular inner ideal in J. Indeed, if x is an associative 
modulusforB, (l-x)AcBandBAcB,then U,-,A=(l-x)A(l--x)c 
(1 -x)A cB and {(1-x)A’B}c(1-x)A’B+BA’(1-x)~(1-x)4+ 
BA’cBandx-x*=(1-x)xE(l-x)AcB. 1 
2.7 EXAMPLE. A quasi-principal inner ideal K = T,,,J (x E J, y E J’) is 
z-modular for z = x o y - U, y2; in particular, Z = U, -,J is z-modular for 
z = 2x -x2. Indeed, K is inner by (0.3), for z-modularity (2.2) note 1 - z = 
I-x~y+UXy2=TX,,(l) so U,-,JcT,,,J=K by (0.3), for (2.3) note 
{(l -z)J’K} = u T~x,y~l,T~x.y,JJ’ = Tx,y u,.,T,,,J’ = Tx,yJ= K by linearized 
(0.3), while for (2.4) note z - z* = (1 - z)’ - (1 - z) = U,c,,,,, 1 - TX,Y 1 = 
T&U, T,,, 1 - 1) = T,,,(-y o x + U,x’) E T,,,J = K. In particular, for 
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r=l we have Z=Z’,,.Z=U,-,J with modulus z=xo 1-U,l= 
zx-x2. I 
2.8 Remark. The inner ideal Z = U, -XJ satisfies { (1 - x)J’Z} c Z but not 
necessarily x - x2 E I, so it just fails to be x-modular, and instead is merely 
z = 2x -x2 modular (where 1 -z = (1 - x)~). To get an x-modular inner 
ideal from U ,-,J we could enlarge it to I’ = @(x -x2) + U,-,J, which is 
proper iff U, --x J is proper. Alternately, we could define an inner ideal Z to be 
weakly x-modular if (2.2) U,-,JcZ, (2.3”) {(l -x)JZ} cZ. Then I= U,-,J 
is weakly x-modular. We will see in 6.4 that maximal weakly x-modular 
inner ideals are actually strongly x-modular, so both concepts work equally 
well in defining the radical. The notion of (strong) modularity more closely 
approximates the associative situation. I 
In the unital case, x-modularity is the same as inclusion of 1 -xx. 
2.9 EXAMPLE. If J is unital then an inner ideal Z is x-modular iff 
1 -x E I. In particular, all inner ideals are l-modular. 
ProoJ: If 1 -xEZ then U,-,Jc U,JcZ, ((1 -x)J’Z) c {ZJ’Z} cZ, and 
x - x2 = (1 - x)’ - (1 - x) E Z by innerness U,J’ c Z, so Z is x-modular. 
Conversely, if Z is x-modular and 1 E J then 1 - x = U,-, 1 + (x - x2) E Z 
by (2.2), (2.4). I always contains 1 - 1 = 0 and is therefore l-modular. 1 
If x and y are moduli for a right ideal B in an associative algebra A then 
so is their product xy and any translate x + b: (1 - xy)A = { (1 - y) + 
(1-x)y}Ac(l-yy)A+(l-xx)AcB and {l-(x+b)}Ac(l-x)A- 
BA c B. In the Jordan case the moduli for an inner ideal are closed under 
translation and powers, and are almost closed under products. 
2.10 PROPOSITION. Zf x is a modulus for an inner ideal Z then so is any 
translate x - i for i E Z or any power x”. Zf x and y are moduli for I, then the 
product U, y remains a modulus 1$x + y - x o y E I. 
Proof: For the translate we verify that x’ =x - i satisfies (2.2)-(2.4): 
U ,-.r,J = Ucl-x)+i J = {U,-, + Ul-x,i + Ui}J c U,-,J + {(l - x)JZ) + 
U,J c I, ((1 - x’).Z’Z} c {(1 - x)Z’Z} + {LZ’Z} c ((1 - x)J’Z} + U,J’ c Z, 
and x’ - x’~ = (x - x2) + (-i + x 0 i - i’) E Z by x-modularity (2.2~(2.5) 
and innerness U,J’ c I. Thus x’ is a modulus for I. 
Any power x” is a translate of the modulus x and hence is again a 
modulus: (2.2) shows xk - 2xk+ ’ + xk+’ = Ulpxxk = 0 modulo Z for k > 1, 
so Xk-Xk+l=Xk+l-Xk+2. thusx-x2-Oby(2.4)leadstoxm-xxm+‘=O 
for all m hence x” E x”-’ = E x2 = x modulo Z and x” is a translate of x. 
For de product of two ‘moduli x and y, modulo I we have U, y - 
(UXy)2=UXy-UXUYx2-(VX-l)y-((vX-l)(l’-l)x (by (2.2), (2.Q 
(2.4)) = x 0 y - y - x 0 (x 0 y) + x ox+yox-x=xoy-y- 
3RI’hR,I I 
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(2U,+ Vx,)y+2x2+xoy-x (by (0.4))=2xoy+x-y-2(VX- l)y- 
x 0 y (by (2.4), (2.2), (2.5)) =‘x + y -x 0 y so (2.4) holds for U, y iff 
x + y -x o y E I. In this case (2.2) automatically holds: U, -uCXn,J= 
11 - V”WY +U,U,U,}J={l-(V,,,V,-U,V,)+U,U,U,}J (by (0.6) 
actingony)= (I-V,V,V,+U,,,V,+U,V,+(V,-l)(V,-l)(V,-l)}J 
(by (O-4)9 (2.2)) = Wx,,o, + u,,,z- (V,V,+ V,,Vx+ V:)+(V,t V,,tV,)}J 
(linearizing U, V, = U,+,, from (0.1)) = {U,,,,, t Uy,xl - (2U,,, t V,,) - 
PUx + vxd + (2vx + VyNJ (by (0.4)) = lK,,,o,-,-, + Uy-,,xz--xJJc 
{(x - l)JI} t {(y - l)JZ} c Z (by (2.3) for x and y, by (2.4) x2 - x E Z, and 
by the hypothesis that x o y -x -y E I). Finally, (2.3) always holds 
for U,y: ((1 - U,y)J’Z} = ((1 - U,-,y + (1 - x) 0 y - y)J’Z] c 
{(l - y)J’Z) - {(U,-,J)J’Z} t (((1 -x)(yo J’)Z} - {(l -x)J’(yoI)} + 
{(I - x)Z’Z} o y) CZ (by (2.3) for y and x, (2.2) for x, (2.5) for y, using 
linearized (0.6)). 1 
2.11 Remark. A similar argument shows that a convex combination 
ax+(l --a)~ of two moduli is again a modulus for Z iff x+y-xo yEZ. 
In the case of associative algebras when 4 E c?, the average of two moduli is 
again a modulus, hence also the average x. y = f(xy + yx) of the two 
products xy, yx; in the case of linear Jordan algebras one can check that the 
linear product x . y = ix o y of two moduli for an inner ideal Z is again a 
modulus iff 3(x+y-xo y)EZ. 1 
3. MAXIMAL MODULARITY 
Unfortunately we cannot take as the relevant inner ideals, whose inter- 
section gives the radical, those which are both maximal and modular, since 
we cannot show in all cases that the relevant x-maximal inner ideals are 
maximal among all (possibly non-modular) inner ideals. (Recall that by 2.1 
an inner ideal containing a modular one need not itself be modular). The 
relevant maximality is among x-modular inner ideals, not among all inner 
ideals. 
An important consequence of our definition of modularity is that 
properness amounts to exclusion of the modulus. 
3.1 PROPOSITION. Zf Z is x-modular and x (or some power x”) falls in I, 
then Z = J. Thus a modular inner ideal is proper l@ it excludes its modulus. 
Proof: If Z is x-modular and x E Z then x’ =x-x = 0 remains a 
modulus for Z by (2. lo), so Z 3 U, _ o J = U, J = J. If x” E Z then Z = J by the 
foregoing since x” is a modulus by (2.10) (or: x is a translate of x”, hence 
x”El=~xEZz-Z=J). 1 
Note this fails if Z merely contains U, -,J and x - x2 and x, as 
Example 2.1 shows (H 3 U, -=,, J and e,, = et, E H, but H # J). 
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For brevity we will say an inner ideal M is x-maximai if it is maximal 
among all proper x-modular inner ideals. We say M is maximal-modular if it 
is x-maximal for some x. 
3.2 PROPOSITION. Any proper x-modular inner ideal I is contained in an 
x-maximal inner ideal M. 
Proof: Zornify over the set of x-modular inner ideals containing I which 
do not contain x (by 3.1 this is the same as being proper). I 
It is not clear that a maximal-modular M is maximal among all proper 
inner ideals, or even among proper inner ideals having moduli (not 
necesarily the same). 
The Jordan notion of maximal-module reduces to the usual one in the 
case of associative algebras. 
3.3 EXAMPLE. If J= Aq for an associative algebra A, then any maximal 
modular right ideal B in A is a maximal-modular inner ideal of M, in fact is 
maximal among all weak inner ideals of J. Indeed, by 2.6 we know that if B 
is maximal modular in A with modulus x, then B is an x-modular inner ideal 
in J. To show maximality, suppose B is maximal among right ideals but 
B ( I < A for some proper weak inner ideal I of A4. Note that w & B 3 
B + WA = A (since B is maximal yet B + WA is a bigger right ideal by 
WA cf B, which is trivial if A is unital and holds in general since 
l?={aEAjaAcB) 
is a right ideal of A containing B but is not all of A because AA c B would 
force A c B by modularity, so by maximality of B we have B = B). Thus if 
we choose z E I, z G? B we have B + zA = A, and also zAB c B since zAB = 
{zAB) -BAz c {IAZ} -B cl by weak innerness of 1, hence 
B + zAB c I < A is another proper right ideal containing B, which therefore 
equals B by maximality, so zAB c B. Thus AB = (B + zA)B c B and B is a 
two-sided ideal. In particular, if B has modulus x then A(1 -x)A c AB c B 
implies A(1 -x) c B = B as above, so x is a two-sided modulus. Then 
B + ZA = A implies zw = x modulo B for some w & B (since x @J B if B is 
proper), whence B + WA = A implies wz’ E x, so z’ z xz’ E zwz’ s zx E z 
and A~xAx=zwAwzczAzcI implies AcI+B=f and I=A. (Or: 
XL= A/B has no proper right ideals and is not trivial, hence is a division ring, 
hence has no proper weak inner ideals, so f= x and I = A.) I 
Another case where “maximal-modular = maximal + modular” is the case 
of unital algebras. 
3.4 PROPOSITION. If J is unital, the maximal-modular inner ideals are 
preciselv the maximal inner ideals. 
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Proof: If M is x-maximal and 1 E J then by 2.9 1 -x E M, so all inner 
ideals II M contain 1 -x and thus remain x-modular by 2.9; such Z can 
only be J or M by x-maximality of M, therefore A4 is maximal among all 
proper inner ideals. Since all maximal inner ideals are l-modular by 2.9, we 
see maximal and maximal-modular are the same thing in the unital case. 1 
3.5 Remark. The correspondences Z+Z’=Z+ @(l -x) and 
I’ --t Z = I’ n J are inverse lattice isomorphisms between the lattice L, of all 
x-modular inner ideals Z in J and the lattice Li of all inner ideals Z’ in J’ 
containing 1 -x. Indeed, if J= J’ is already unital this is trivial by 2.9. If 
J’ = @l @J it is easy to verify from the definitions (2.2)-(2.4) that 
I’ = Z + @(l - x) remains inner in J’, and that Z = I’ f7 J is x-modular inner 
in J (recalling x -x2 = (1 -x2) - (1 -x)); that the correspondences are 
inverses follows from the fact that a(1 -x) + i = al @ (-ax + i) E J* a = 0 
so {@(l -x)+Z}nJ=Z and that al @v=a(l -x)+ (-ax+y)EZ’* 
-ax+yEZ’nJso Z’= @(l -x)+Z’nJ. 
In particular, Z is x-maximal in J iff Z’ is maximal in J’. In the unital case 
J’ = J this gives an alternate proof of 3.4. 1 
We can extend 3.4 slightly beyond the unital case. First we observe a case 
where strictness or modularity is automatic. 
3.6 LEMMA. Zf a weak inner ideal Z contains the ideal R and is inner in 
the quotient j= J/R (eg., tfJ is unital), or is f-modular in J, then Z is inner 
or x-modular in J itsel$ 
Proof: F c1 implies Z2cZ+R =Z, and U,-,-f+ {(l -Q’f} + 
(G-.?)cfimplies U,-,J+ {(l -x)J’Z}+(x-x’)cZ+R=Z. m 
3.1 PROPOSITION. Zf J/Rad J is unital (eg., ifJ has d.c.c. on inner ideals) 
then every x-maximal inner ideal is maximal among all weak inner ideals of 
J. Thus the maximal-modular inner ideals of J are precisely all maximal 
proper inner ideals which are modular in this case. 
Prooj If A4 is x-maximal and Z is a weak inner ideal with Z 1 M 2 Rad J 
(see 4.1) we have fz~ i@ in I= J/Rad J. fl remains f-modular in the unital 
algebra 1, so by 2.9 1 - f E li;i, whence 1 - ff E f makes f X-modular too. 
But then by 3.6 Z is inner and x-modular back in J. Thus any weak inner 
Z 3 A4 is necessarily an inner x-modular ideal, so x-maximality of M implies 
maximality of A4 among all proper weak inner ideals. 
By [5] or[2], if J has d.c.c. on inner ideals then J/Rad J is unital. ! 
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4. THE MAIN THEOREM (NON-UNITAL CASE) 
We are now able to characterize the Jacobson radical using maximal- 
modular inner ideals. 
4.1 THEOREM. The Jacobson radical of a Jordan algebra is equal to the 
intersection of all maximal-modular inner ideals (all M which are z-maximal 
for some L, i.e., maximal among all z-modular proper inner ideals). 
Prootf. We repeat he unital proof almost verbatim. Rad I c n M since if 
x & M for some r-maximal M then x & Rad f: if K denotes the ideal 
generated by x in J then K + M is an inner ideal bigger than M which retains 
z as modulus ({(I - z)J’K) c K and ((1 - zy’M} c M), so by z-maximality 
ofMwemusthaveK+M=.l.Thusytm=zforsomeyEK,mEM.But 
by (2.10) y = z - m remains a modulus for M, so U,-,J c: A4 < J and y is 
not quasi-invertible and hence not in the radical, therefore its generator x 
cannot be in the radical either. 
For Rad J 3 n&f, i.e., if x @ Rad J then for some z there exists a z- 
maximal M with x G M, we again distinguish the cases x2 E Rad J and 
x’ GA Rad J. 
If x2 6 Rad J then x2 is not quasi-invertible in some JCy), hence (directly, 
or by using the Shifting and Symmetry Principles in J’) U,y is not quasi- 
invertible in J, and by 2.7 U , _ UCxtyJ < J is a proper inner ideal with modulus 
z = 2U,4) - (U, y)‘. By 3.2 this can be enlarged to a z-maximal M. By 3.1 
we have U,(2y - U,,x’) = z & M, hence x & M by innerness of M. 
If x @ Rad J but x2 E Rad J then x is not quasi-invertible in some J(j’), so 
T.,, YJ < J is by 2.7 a proper inner ideal with modulus z = x o y - U, y*, and 
by 3.2 can be enlarged to a z-maximal M. We claim x & A& Indeed, if x E M 
then U as well as U so z = ir _ (xyz)) + ~~z$ying~;~H and K,, = 1 - L, map J into Mq 
xz x0 x 0 (y - x 0 y’) + (2U,y2 + x2 0 y”) = 
T,,,(z) - U,-,,,(Y) t x 0 z-!&,(Y) t U,(2y2) + x2 0 Y2 E kf + M 0 M-i" 
Rad J c M by the first part of the proof. By 3.1 this contradicts properness 
OfM. I 
By 3.7, if J has the d.c.c. then the maximal-modular inner ideals are the 
maximal inner ideals which are modular, so 4.1 becomes 
4.2 COROLLARY. If J has d.c.c. on inner ideals then Rad J equals the 
intersection all all modular maximal inner ideals. I 
5. PRIMITIVE ALGEBRAS 
Zelmanov [8] has used primitive Jordan algebras to derive his powerful 
characterization of prime algebras. By an argument similar to that of 1.1 he 
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established the weaker result that the radical of a unital linear Jordan algebra 
is the intersection of the cores of the maximal inner ideals, where the core of 
an inner ideal Z is the largest ideal K(Z) of J contained in I. We can extend 
his result to arbitrary Jordan algebras. 
5.1 THEOREM. The Jacobson radical of a Jordan algebra is the inter- 
section of the cores of the maximal-modular inner ideals of J. 
ProoJ: For any maximal-modular inner ideal Z we have Rad J c Z by 4.1, 
therefore Rad J is contained in the largest ideal K(Z) inside I. Thus 
Rad J c OK(Z) c nZ = Rad J by 4.1, so Rad J also equals M(Z) over ail 
maximal-modular I. 1 
5.2 Remark. Notice that even if maximal-modular inner ideals Z are 
perhaps not always maximal, their cores are: if Z < Z’ < J for some proper 
weak inner ideal I’, then K(Z) = K(Z’), since otherwise K(Z’) > K(Z) * 
K(Z’)&Z~K(Z’)+Z>Z~K(Z’)+Z=J (since as in the proof of 4.1 it 
remains a modular inner ideal) 3 I’ *J. 1 
Following Zelmanov [8] (and Kleinfeld [7] for alternative algebras), we 
say a Jordan algebra is primitive if it contains a maximal-modular inner 
ideal Z with zero core, K(Z) = 0. Saying such an Z has zero core means no 
nonzero ideal 0 < K Q J lies inside Z, so K + Z > Z again forces K + Z = J by 
maximal-modularity of I. Thus a maximal-modular inner ideal has zero core 
iff 
K+Z=J for all nonzero ideals K 4 J. (5.3) 
In this case we say Z is a primitizer for J. 
One way to produce primitive algebras is to remove the core: if Z is any 
maximal-modular inner ideal in J then Z remains maximal-modular in 
j= J/K(Z) and has zero core there, so J is primitive. This leads to the 
familiar characterization of semisimple algebras in terms of primitive ones. 
5.4 THEOREM. A Jordan algebra J is semisimple writ is a subdirect sum 
of primitive algebras. 
ProoJ If RadJ=O then nK(Z)=O by 5.1, so JEnJ/K(Z) is a 
subdirect sum of primitive algebras J/K(Z). Conversely, any primitive 
algebra (and hence any subdirect sum thereof) is semisimple because 
Rad J c K(Z) c Z by 5.1 implies Rad J + Z = Z < J for any maximal-modular 
I, and by (5.3) if Z is a primitizer for J this can happen only for 
RadJ=O. 1 
We have the usual relationship between simplicity, primitivity, and 
primeness. 
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5.5 PROPOSITION. Every simple nonradical Jordan algebra is primitive. 
Every primitive Jordan algebra is prime. 
Proof If J is simple then any maximal-modular inner ideal Z (which 
exists iff J # Rad J is not radical) is a primitizer for J by (5.3) since the only 
nonzero ideal is K = J. 
Suppose now that J is primitive and B, C (1 J are nonzero ideals. By 
primitivity (5.3) we have B + Z = C + Z = J for the primitizer Z of J. If Z has 
modulusxthenwehavebEB,cEC,i,jEZwithx=b+i=c+j;thenby 
2.10 b = x - i, c = x - j are also moduli for I. Furthermore, b + c - b o c = 
(x + i) + (x - j) - (2 x2 - x 0 j - x 0 i + i 0 j) = 2(x - x2) + x 0 (i + j) - 
(i + j + i o j) E Z by (2.4), (2.5), and innerness, so by 2.10 the product U,c is 
again a modulus for I. If Z is proper then 0 is not a modulus for I, so 
U,c # 0. This shows U, C # 0 and J is prime. fl 
5.6 EXAMPLE. If A is a primitive associative algebra then J= A4 is 
primitive as Jordan algebra. Indeed, the associative primitizer B is a 
maximal modular right ideal with zero associative core K,(B) = (k ] Ak c B}, 
so by 3.3 B is a modular inner ideal which is maximal among all weak inner 
ideals, and the Jordan core K,(B) also vanishes since otherwise by the First 
Herstein Construction [6, p. 3841 either K,(B) contains a nonzero 
associative ideal (which is ruled out by K,(B) = 0), or there is a nonzero 
nilpotent associative ideal C3 = 0 (which is ruled out since KA(B) = 0 * 
C d B + C + B = A + c + b = x for some c E C, b E B, x the modulus for 
B; but then mod B we have 0 = c3 = (x - b)3 3 (1 - 0)(1 -0)(x-b) = 
x - b G x, whereas x E B is impossible for a proper x-modular B by 3.1; 
alternatively, c + b = x implies c = x - b and c3 are moduli for B by 2.10, 
whereas 0 cannot be a modulus for a proper B). Thus B remains a Jordan 
primitizer for J. i 
6. MODULI 
In closing we wish to show that any two moduli x, y for a maximal- 
modular inner ideal are translates of one another. In order to show M 
contains the element z = x - y we need a technical emma allowing us to use 
such elements to build bigger inner ideals. 
6.1 LEMMA. Let Z be an inner ideal in J and z E J an element with 
(i) {zJZ} c I. 
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I,=I+U,J-tIo i&J 
I,=I+U,J+zoI 
I,=I+U,J’+zoI 
I.,=I+U,J’$zol+@z 
are inner ideals with 
UI, J’ c I, and U,, J c I,. 
I’ in addition I is x-nodular and z satis~es (ii) U, -,,,J’ c I + U,J’ + 
z o I + @z, then the Ik are also x-modular. 
ProoJ: Note I, c I, since 
(iii) 10 U,JcI+zoI+U,J 
because V, U,J c i--V, U,,l + U,,f V, + U, V,JJ (linearizing V, U, = U, V, 
from (0.1) with y= 1) c-zoI+f+U,Jby (i). ThusI,c:I,cZ,cI, are 
linear subspaces. Innerness U&J’ c Zk will follow from the inclusions 
(iv) UI, J’ c 13, 
tv) Q,,JcL 
(vi) U,? J’ c I, . 
These inclusions follow from examining the various pieces of U14: 
(1) U,J’ c I, 
(2) uu<,,,,J’ = UzJv 
(3) U,J’ = U,J’, U,J= U,J, 
(4) U,,,J’cZ+zoI, u,,, J = I, 
(5) Uuw,t J’ c Uz J, 
(6) U,,,,,J’cU,J+Io U;J’, U,,,,Jc.U,JfIo U,J, 
(7) U,,,JI c I + U, J + IO U, J, 
(8) UI,UW J’cI+ U,JtIo U,J, 
(9) U,.,o,J’ c & 
(10) ~uw’,rol J’cf+U,JtI~ U,J. 
Here (1) holds by innerness of I, (2) follows from (0,2) and z E J, (3) is 
trivial, (4) follows from hypothesis (i), (5) follows from (0.1) and z E J, and 
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(6) follows (0.6). For (7), we use the identity UExyzl + Ur,,fXmo,jz,l = 
U, U, UL + U, U, U, + VX,Y U, VY,, (equating coefficients of A2 in (0.3) for 
u Tt,Ax,ytz) to see 4,.J’ = KU, + W, + W, VI- Uu~,,,,,lJ’ = u,J+I+ 
IO U,J- ((U,z)J’zj where ((U,zvz) c {Dz} cl by hypothesis (i) and 
((U,z)lz) = U,z o z = I o U,I (using the identity Vv(XjY,Y = VX,u~,,~X)c 
20 U,J. For (8) note U,J’ = U,J + @z2, where by (0.5) 
((UzJy/r)={Vz*,V,,,--U,U,,,}IcI-U,J and (z2JIfc{z(zoJ)I}- 
U,JoZcI-IO U,J by (i), {(U,J)l1)=10 U,J and (z211}= {zzl} (by 
(0.4)) = 1 by 1’) g I a ain. For (9) we linearize (0.1) U,,,, = U, V, to get (via 
(0.6)) UY,,l + VyUX = U,,, V,, then we linearize x in this to see UltrolJ= 
(-VIUI, + U,,, I’; + U,,, V,}J c: I (by (i)) and U,,:, 1 = I o (Z o z) = (Il’z} + 
(1~1) (by (0.4)) c I (by (i)), For (10) use linearized (0.6) to see 
U~w~,to~ J= f-Uz,cyzwo, + V, Ur,uw + Ur,r,w V,Y c -Uz,,2J + 10 UzJ + 
U,J (by (8) and (0.1)) c I + 10 UzJ + iJ,J (by (4), (5), (6)), and 
UrY:,J’,~o, I = U,J’ 0 (z 0 I)c {(U;s>z1) + {(U,J’)Iz} (by (0.4))cI+ U,J+ 
10 U:J (by (8), (5)). 
If I is x-modular then for (2.2) U, -XJ c I c I,, for (2.4) x - x2 E I c. I,, 
while (2.3) (( 1 - xrJ’Zk} c 1, will follow from the inclusions 
(11) {(l -xylZ}cZ, 
(12) {(1 -xVz} cl,, 
(13) {(I --Xyr(Z~O}~~,, 
(14) {(l -x)J’(U,J’>) ~13, 
Here (11) is (2.3) for 1, (12) is hypothesis (ii), (13) follows from 
((1 -x)J’(zol)} = {(I-x)(zoJ’)I} - {((l-x)oz)J’I} +zo {(l-xyll} 
(by linearized 10.6)) c I- {I,J’Ii f z o I (by (2.3) for I and hypothesis 
(ii))cI, (by (8), (9), (4)); (14) follows from ((1 -x)J’(U,J’)j = 
({(l -x)J’z} J’z} - U,U,Jl -x) (by (0.5))~ {I,J’z} - U,S (by 
hypothesis (ii)) c 1, (by (iv)); (15) follows from ((1 - x)J’(U,J)] = 
(((1 -x)J’z} Jz} - U,U,,,,(l -x) (by (0.5))~ {I,Jz} - U,J (by (ii))GI, 
(by (v)). Thus the I, are x-modular inner ideals when (i) and (ii) hold. 8 
When I is maximal the larger 1, can only be I or J, which under certain 
conditions forces z to fall in J. 
6.2 LEMMA. If M is an x-maximal inner ideal in J aptd z f J has (i) 
U,,,J’cM, (ii) U,,,_,J’cM+U,J’+zoM+~z, (iii) {U,+U, ,,-* }Jc 
M, then z E M. 
Proof: Conditions (i) and (ii} ensure that Mc M, cM4 are x-modular 
inner ideals with z E M, and UM4J c M, by Lemma 6.1. We will assume 
z @ A4 and reach a contradiction. Then M4 > M, so Md = J by x-maximality, 
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thus x3 = U,x E UMIJ c M,, and since M, is x-modular this implies M, = J, 
too, by 3.1. But M, = M + U,J + z o M where z 0 M = U,,, 1 c M by our 
strong hypothesis (i), thus 
(*) M+ U,I=J. 
Furthermore, 
(**) U,U,JcM 
by our hypothesis (iii), since U, U,a = U,{ U, + V, - UZ,x}a - { V, U,,, - 
UXz,Z}a + {U,-, - 1 + V,} Ux,ra (using linearized U,,,, = V,U, by (O.l), 
and by (0.5)) = U,{ U, + U,-x,r}a + Ux2-,.g + Ul-xU,..ra E U,M + 
U,,, J + U, -XJ (by (iii) and (2.4)) c M (by (2.5), (i), and (2.2)). From (*) 
we see U,J= U,M + U,U,JcM (using (2.5) and (**)), so x3 = U,x E M, 
which contradicts 3.1. 1 
6.3 THEOREM. If M is an x-maximal inner ideal, then an element y is a 
modulus for M lfl it is a translate y = x - m for m E M, in which case M is 
also y-maximal. 
Proof. We know by 2.10 that x - m remains a modulus. Assume now 
that y is a modulus for M; we will prove y =x - m by showing z =x -y 
satisfies (i)-(ii) of (6.2) and hence z = m E M. For (i) we have (zJ’M} = 
{ (( 1 - y) - (1 - x)) J’M) c M by the condition (2.3) that x and y be moduli 
for M. For (iii), U, + Uz,,-x = Ucl--yj-cl-xj + U~l-y~-~l-x~,l-x= (U,-, + 
2:; if-~-;.‘-” ) + U,-y,,--x-2U1--x= U,-, - U,-, maps J into M by 
are moduli for M. For (ii), U,,,-,J’= U~l-y~-~,-X~,l-XJ’ = 
{U,-,,I-, - N-x} J’ = {U,-, + U,-, - Uc,-,,-+-xj - We,} J’= 
(Cl-,, - U,-,} J’ - U,J’ = @{(l - y)’ - (1 -x)‘} + {U,-, - VI-,} J- 
U, J’ c @{(y* - y) - (x2 - x) + (x - y)} + M - U,J’ (by (2.2) for y, x) c 
M + U, J’ + @z (since x2 - x, y* - y E M by (2.4)). Thus z E M and y is a 
translate of x. 
M remains y-maximal for such y =x - m: if N is any y-modular inner 
ideal containing M then m E N implies N is also x = y + m modular by 2.10, 
so by x-maximality N = M or N = J. 1 
6.4 Remark. We can use 6.1 to show that if I is maximal among weakly 
x-modular inner ideals as in 2.8 (U,_,Jc I and { (1 - x)JI} c I) then I is 
necessarily strongly x-modular ((1 -x) 0 ICI and x -x2 E I as well). 
Indeed, the element z = x - x2 has (i) {zJI} = { (1 - x)(x o J)I} + U, -XJ 0 I - 
{ (1 - x)JI} c I by weak x-modularity of I; (ii) U,J’ = U, -,U,J’ c 
U,-,JcI; (iii) z~I={(1-x)xI}~{(1-x~Z}~I; (iv) {(1-xx)Jz}= 
U ,--x V, JC I. Similarly the element z = (1 - x) 0 i for i E I has the same 
properties: (i) {zJI)={(l-x)(ioJ)I)-{(l-x)J (ioI)}+{(l-x)JI}o 
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icl; (ii) U,J= {U,-,Ui t U,U,-,+ ViU,-,Vi- Uu~i~~l-x~,,--x)J~I by 
weak x-modularity, as well as U, 1 = U,-,i* + U,(l -x)’ + i 0 U,-,i E I, so 
U,J’ c I; (iii) zoZ=((l-x)oi}oZ={(l-x)iZ}t(i(l-x)Z} (by 
(0.4)) cZ; and (iv) ((1 -x)Jz} = U1-x,(l-x)oiJ= {ViU,-, + tJ-,vi}J (by 
(0.6)) c I. 
In both cases, by 6.1 Z = I, = I, = I, c I, = Z t @z are weakly x-modular 
inner ideals; if z G I then I, > Z forces I, = J by maximality of I, so 
U,S = U,,J’ c I, = I by 6.1, hence J= (U,-,,+ V,,- U,,}J= 
iUI-.u,+.+ V&X - U,,}J (by (0.4)) c Z t U,J = Z contradicts properness 
of I, so z E I. Thus there is no loss of generality in considering only strongly 
modular inner ideals. I 
This still leaves several nagging unanswered questions: Are maximal- 
modular inner ideals always maximal among all weak inner ideals? Among 
all inner ideals? Among all inner ideals having (various) moduli? 
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